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Our aims: the wider context

In the UK there is no legal right to any particular standard of 
protection from flooding, or flood warning, for people and property 
The government aims for the best outcomes for society as a whole
and allocates funding to provide the greatest overall benefit to society
Government grant to the Environment Agency is not enough to pay 
for all the economic flood risk management work
The Environment Agency undertakes an Appraisal to identify the 
most cost beneficial solution to the problem and identifies the 
justification for the most appropriate and preferred option

The Boston Barrier Project is at Appraisal, with the identification of 
the Preferred Option planned for November 2011, and approval for
the project to be sought next summer.
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Our aims: How we deliver



Boston Combined Strategy

The Boston Combined Strategy, 2007, identifies a 100 
year strategy to deliver our aims
Recommends:

Capital investment £147m over the 100 years
Whole life cash cost £198m over the 100 years
Both figures exclude inflation

Benefit cost ratio of 12.9
Cost per residential property £6,481
Recommends five schemes of capital delivery; with three 
to be delivered in the short term



Scheme 1: Black Sluice Lock
River Witham/Haven to South Forty Foot Drain Navigation



Scheme 2: FRM asset works
capital maintenance of FRM assets at the end of their life



Scheme 3: Boston Barrier
Dual function tidal surge barrier and tie-in works

Planned Ipswich Barrier

Dartford Creek Barrier



Scheme 3: Boston Barrier
Dual function tidal surge barrier and tie-in works



Schemes 4& 5: FRM Bank Raising
and future waterway facilities

Medium term raising of flood defence embankments to 
provide 1 in 300 SoP over the 100 year life of the strategy, 
taking into account forecast sea level rise (banks today 
provide 1 in 200 SoP)

Medium term provision of additional waterway facilities in 
response to growing inland waterway demand and 
development of Fens Waterways Link. 



Boston Barrier Project

Project on verge of announcing preferred option
Charles will provide more technical details next
Undertaken a rigorous appraisal process, taking into 
consideration many issues including:

Environment 
Capital, Operation and Maintenance Costs
Contributions from other parties
Uncertainty / resilience
Economics 
Stakeholder feedback



Economics
Seeks to 
secure 
minimum 
SoP of 1 in 
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Boston Barrier Project

Stakeholder feedback: fishing fleet



Boston Barrier Project

Stakeholder feedback: Port and related industries
Previous studies identified no significant impact and hence 
identified no need for mitigation or compensation
Our detailed appraisal has identified the potential for a business 
critical impact to Frontier Agriculture



Boston Barrier Project

Stakeholder Feedback: Existing river users



Thank you for listening


